Villa Ginger
Region: Petite Saline Bedrooms: 5 Sleeps: 10 Bathrooms: 5
Wide-angle views through broad windows and open-air living spaces are the hallmark of the
newly constructed Villa Ginger. From its perch high above Petit Saline, the luxury rental
property gives its residents panoramic views across the Grand Fond mountaintop, Saba, St.
Martin, Anguilla, Fourchue Island, Bonhomme, Toc Vert, and the surf at Lorient.
Should the views not be enough to captivate you, Villa Ginger also comes with a clean,
sophisticated design (white walls and soothing Beton Cire floors that feel cool underfoot), a
gracious abundance of space, and all sorts of modern conveniences like Wi-Fi- everywhere,
Apple TV in the living room, and a Bose sound system with speakers in all five bedrooms. The
equipment in the kitchen, which is separated from the living area by a sleek island, is similarly
state of the art, with a mini bar and two very spacious refrigerators.
Along with the main living and dining areas, this level also contains a broad deck with a 60foot heated infinity pool, gazebo and grilling area, and three bedrooms. These are arrayed
around the living area and slightly different in individual style but similar in amenities:
European king-size bed, US and French satellite TV, and ensuite bathrooms separated from
the sleeping quarters by dressing areas. The indoor showers in these bathrooms can be
opened to the outdoors, or you can simply gaze through the shower windows onto the
private garden.
On the lower level are two bedrooms that are slightly smaller than those upstairs, with
smaller bathrooms but still with European king beds and solid entertainment options. These
rooms share access to an outdoor Jacuzzi. Also on this level are a fitness room and an
auxiliary kitchen.
The open-air design allows a lovely tropical sea breeze to waft through, but there's also the
option of closing the indoors against the elements, and all the bedrooms have blackout
curtains.

Exclusive Top Villas Perks
Complimentary extras included when you book direct with us:
Meet and greet at the airport
Free return airport transfers for 6 persons, (Min. spend of $5,000 to qualify.)
Free return airport transfers for 12 persons, (Min. spend of $10,000 to qualify.)
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